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From mobile workers to semimobile office professionals to managers in manufacturing 

plants, all mobile employees will require integrated and intelligent communication tools 

to reduce the clutter of data, voice, instant messaging, and other types of 

communications. Mobile collaboration solutions enable phones and other devices to 

operate from a secure, managed enterprise platform. These solutions can help cities 

improve responsiveness to customers and provide on-campus mobile workers with 

the same productivity benefits of collaboration and customized applications as desk-

based employees. 

 

Overview 

Over the last hundred years, communications have undergone dramatic changes never seen 

before in history. For an extended period, postal mail remained the only method of long-

distance communications. The advent of the electrical telegraph improved long-distance 

communications, but the relative expense and the requirement of an operator limited its broad 

adoption. Introduction of the telephone marginalized the telegraph to remote applications 

where telephones were not available. The telephone ushered in a derivative application, the 

fax machine, and later, the wireless telephone. Email was the convergence of the telephone 

data line and the computer. Email and the telephone are well-suited to ”one-on-one” 

information sharing. As such, when utilized in mass settings, through mass emails, or when 

complex information must be conveyed, their effectiveness is greatly reduced.  
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Ideally, the sharing of information should be conducted in person, where the auditory and 

visual serve in tandem to reinforce the context of the information that is conveyed. However, 

because the vast majority of communications are conducted either on the telephone or via 

email, the crucial visual component is often missing. Furthermore, the expenses—time and 

capital—that are associated with convening large meetings have encouraged the introduction 

of alternative, albeit more effective, methods of distance communications and employee 

development. Today, the convergence of the telephone, computer, and mobile text messaging 

has been introduced on mobile devices such as tablets and smart phones.  

Together, the rapid adoption of mobility in cities across the world and increasing urbanization 

strongly suggest that the growth of mobile devices and applications will be robust in the future. 

From mobile workers to semimobile office professionals to citizens accessing online services, 

all mobile users will require integrated and intelligent communications tools to reduce the 

clutter of data, voice, instant messaging, and other types of communications. 

Mobility will continue to be integrated into city and community solutions to keep mobile 

professionals at the forefront of their businesses and to keep citizens informed and ready to 

access services. Intelligent mobility offers a variety of endpoints—including wireless IP 

phones, mobile phones, and smart phones—and provides members of Smart+Connected 

Communities the ability to communicate the way that they want to, whether they are in the 

office, on the road, or at home. 
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Challenges 

Today, cities are dynamic organizations with around-the-clock workforces that are becoming 

increasingly mobile and distributed. To meet their needs, cities must rely on a variety of 

communication technologies and devices to enable a natural flow of work within the 

organization. In the world today, the era of changing the way that cities meet their strategic 

challenges by simply purchasing new communication technologies has come to an end.  

Now, the success of a city depends not only on the communication technologies that they 

purchase but how they use those technologies to effectively share ideas and solve 

problems—or, simply put, how they collaborate. While collaboration has always been a part of 

the business process, the scale on which it is possible has changed drastically with the 

development of digital technologies and new management processes. As cities become 

increasingly digital, “work” is quickly becoming more of an activity than a physical place.  

 

Cities today require faster, more efficient ways to communicate and collaborate with their 

distributed mobile citizens and buildings. Moreover, cities rely on virtual teams that bring 

knowledge and expertise from around the world, without requiring the specialists to physically 

be in the same location. In addition, cities need technology that has the power to reach 

people, share information, and keep diverse teams connected, without fail, anytime,anywhere, 

on any platform.  

The nature of communication is changing rapidly, which is why collaboration has emerged as 

a top priority for cities. Multiple trends are changing the ways that mobile users interact and do 

business, including the following: 
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● Expansion of mobile, dispersed workforces: Cities are challenged to invest in tools 

and processes that improve leadership and employee effectiveness, innovation, and 

motivation with smaller budgets and workforces. They are faced with trying to improve 

innovation and productivity in an “anytime, anywhere” atmosphere. 

● Explosion of content and devices: Employees receive messages through a variety of 

ways—email, voice mail, instant messaging, and fax—and can be overwhelmed with 

accessing and maintaining multiple inboxes. 

● Increase in use of social software at work: Employees are empowered when they 

have video communications and social collaboration tools at their disposal that allow for 

information and expertise to be accessed and shared when and where it is needed 

most. Younger employees, especially those of the “Generation Y” demographic who are 

now in their 20s, are expecting to use these networking tools in the workplace. 

● Gaining a competitive edge: Cities are looking to collaborate more effectively with 

customers, suppliers, and colleagues. The current economic slowdown provides an 

opportunity for cities to rethink how they do business and invest in a collaboration 

platform that can facilitate organizational agility and help gain a distinctive competitive 

advantage. 

● Reducing operating expenses: Cities are looking for solutions that help reduce airtime 

charges, lower roaming costs, and lower costs for international calls. 

● Driving true customer intimacy: Businesses must stay close to their customers, 

increase loyalty, and truly understand and meet customer needs while cutting traveling 

budgets and expenses. Businesses must extend their reach to support their customers 

anywhere, anytime without leaving the office. 

To meet the requirements of unified communications and mobility services, a city should 

choose to develop applications that can be integrated into the larger plan while deploying a 

system that meets their distinct mission and operation needs. Therefore, sound and cohesive 

management is essential to department-wide and component-level strategic goals. Cities 

need a solution that can resolve these challenges and position them for success. These 

challenges can be addressed with mobile collaboration solutions, which help increase 

employee productivity and control mobile costs by operating mobile devices from a secure, 

managed enterprise platform. Mobile collaboration can help cities proactively meet changing 

business demands and distinguish them as leaders of innovation in the industry. 

Solution 

Mobility is redefining cities as the borders between personal and professional, home and 

office, and device and application disappear. Cities need a mobility and collaboration 

experience that provides office workers, office roamers, teleworkers, field workers, mobile 

workers, customers, and partners with access to the information and resources that they need 

with the quality and performance that they would get in a traditional office location.  

To provide integrated collaboration and mobility services, cities need to extend 

communications to create unified collaboration spaces so that users can access from any 

location, at any time, with anyone. The services that support the user types are organized into 
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user, mobility, and infrastructure services. User services directly interact with the user and are 

focused on the user experience for mobility and unified communications. Mobility and 

infrastructure services span across the different types of users, providing secure, reliable, 

scalable, comprehensive, and cost-effective collaboration. 

 

The comprehensive suite of technologies that comprise mobile collaboration solutions can 

empower cities to meet existing and potential communication needs and improve collaboration 

with effective, secure, and feature-rich communications while increasing operational efficiency 

and reducing costs. Mobile collaboration solutions offer a variety of intelligent endpoints, 

including wireless IP phones, mobile phones, and smart phones.  

People communicate the way that they want to, whether they are in the office, on the road, or 

at home. These solutions unify the mobility network, secure and manage mobile devices, and 

create an open ecosystem for mobility applications. You can even implement mobility across 

disparate networks, meaning that the barriers between personal, private, and public networks 

disappear, delivering a consistent mobility experience. 

As mobility is increasingly becoming part of enterprise activities, companies need to be 

proactive and make mobile communications more intelligent and seamless. This intelligence will 

allow employees to more easily place calls, screen unwanted calls, use presence to determine 

whether a fellow employee is available, send instant messages as well as voice messages, and 

consolidate voice mail and messages into one visual interface on their mobile handsets. 

Intuitive interfaces and integrated features will let employees more easily reach other people 

and respond to time-sensitive tasks rather than waste time struggling with poorly integrated 
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information or disconnected devices. At the same time, a proactive approach to seamless 

collaboration solutions will allow enterprise IT departments to better manage the security and 

costs that are associated with these solutions. 

Benefits 

 

Mobile collaboration allows cities to improve communications. With this solution, cities can 

flexibly and productively manage business communications in a multidevice, mobile, and 

distributed environment and benefit from the following: 

● Increase in employee productivity: Employees can make accurate decisions based 

on timely, context-sensitive information to meet revenue goals, improve customer 

satisfaction, and interact with partners. 

● Improvement in cost control: Extending the enterprise network to mobile devices 

allows employees to place business calls from their mobile device but appear as if they 

are calling from their office. This allows employees to keep their mobile number 

confidential when making business calls. It also lets them reduce their mobile phone bill 

by using their corporate communications network. This solution can help reduce airtime 

charges, lower roaming costs with single-number reach, and enable easier dialing and 

lower costs for international calls. 

● Enhancement in mobile collaboration: Mobile workers can connect, communicate, 

and collaborate using their mobile devices. Employees can receive and place business 

calls from the devices that are most convenient for the task without interrupting the calls, 

whether in the office, in transit, or at a remote location. 
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Conclusion 

The volatile global economy today requires cities to make the best use of resources while 

delivering the same or better products and services. To grow, however, cities must invest in 

ways that not only meet the goals of today but also position them for a competitive advantage 

in the economic upturn. The Internet is playing a strategic role in positioning these cities to 

achieve gains in productivity while further reducing costs. As such, mobile collaboration 

solutions should represent an important part of the growth initiatives of a city. 
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